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We propose a characterization of language that does not rest on the hypothesis that meaning is

necessarily shared across interlocutors, since it is fundamentally grounded in the privacy and

subjectivity of mental content. We rst argue that the function of language is thus best charac-

terized as the coordination rather than the communication between minds, since it is the con-

straints on use—rather than on meaning itself—that are negotiated between interlocutors during

linguistic interactions. We then explore the evolutionary benets of subjectivity and argue that

it positively contributes to adaptability through: 1) innovation, as conceptual variability at the

individual level increases the likelihood of the group of nding relevant conceptual innovations

when exposed to environmental challenges; and 2) transfer, as subjective coordination allows

for individual innovations to spread across a whole population, without individuals having to

align their conceptual spaces and thereby lose the benets of conceptual variability.

1. Introduction

Communication through language rests on mutual understanding: to understand

you, I must gure out exactly what you mean by what you say. Successful com-

munication therefore requires shared meaning and appeal to mental content. And

yet, mental content remains inherently private and idiosyncratic in nature, which

poses a major challenge to communication, for how can we indeed guarantee mu-

tual understanding if the meaning speakers intend to communicate through lan-

guage remains highly subjective and inaccessible to others (Pelletier, 2017, p.63)?

In this work, we propose to turn the problem on its head: rather than trying

to reconcile subjectivity with communication, we explore what it would mean for

the characterization of language to be structured around subjectivity, and what

benets subjectivity could have from an evolutionary perspective.

Our rst contribution is to argue that the function of language that unfolds is

actually best characterized as the coordination rather than the communication be-

tween minds—where communication and coordination are formally distinguished

with respect to their requirement of shared meaning: strict for communication,



loose for coordination. Concretely, we argue that coordinating minds is best con-

ceived as the private satisfaction of shared constraints, given that 1) speakers

never have direct access to what their interlocutors actually mean, so that; 2) it is

the constraints on use—rather than on meaning itself—that are actually negotiated

between interlocutors during linguistic interactions.

Our second contribution is to formalize a clear hypothesis about the evolu-

tionary benets of subjectivity in improving adaptability through cumulative cul-

ture—that is, the ability of humans to innovate by creating new knowledge as

well as to preserve existing knowledge by passing it on to other members of the

group. We argue that subjectivity is advantageous in two ways: 1) for innova-

tion, conceptual variability at the individual level increases the likelihood of the

group of nding relevant conceptual innovations when exposed to environmental

challenges; and 2) for transfer, subjective coordination allows for individual inno-

vations to spread across a whole population, without individuals having to align

their conceptual spaces and thereby lose the benets of conceptual variability.

Through this work, we hope to contribute to the discussions on both the evo-

lution and the function of language by decoupling the characterization of com-

munication success from the characterization of interpretation success. Doing so

allows us to treat the communicative function of language no longer as a theoreti-

cal prerequisite, “hardcoded” into our model of language, but as a mere hypothesis

that can now be analyzed comparatively for explanatory adequacy.

2. Language, communication and the problem of subjectivity

2.1. The code model of communication

According to Sperber and Wilson (1986/1995, p.2) “From Aristotle through to

modern semiotics, all theories of communication were based on [. . .] the code

model” later formalized by Shannon and Weaver (1949), which characterizes

communication as information transfer between a sender and a recipient who ex-

change messages encoded and decoded to and from (linguistic) signals through a

potentially noisy channel.

The problem with such a characterization—as pragmatics has extensively

shown—is that there is more to language than what is said, so that linguistic

signals alone often do not sufce to unambiguously decode messages: they must

be put into context (Sperber &Wilson, 1986/1995, ch.1 §2). But context here is to

be understood not only as the linguistic (e.g. sentential or discourse) context un-

der which communication takes place, but also as the non-linguistic context such

as the set of background experiences, knowledge, beliefs, desires or assumptions

grounding the interpretation of messages and the mapping of linguistic form to

conceptual meaning. Recipients must understand not only what is said, but also

what senders (or speakers) actually mean by what they say, and to do so they must

identify their intentions (Grice, 1989).



Inferential processes are therefore required to properly decode messages, and

decoding is probably best formalized as interpretation, given how messages are

themselves best characterized in terms of mental content and as combinations of

propositions and propositional attitudes (Sperber & Wilson, 1986/1995, p.57).

2.2. Subjectivity, similarity and communication success

Major problems then arise when trying to characterize communication success.

Because mental content is inherently private and background experiences ground-

ing conceptual knowledge necessarily idiosyncratic and thus highly subjective and

speaker-specic (Pelletier, 2017, §6). Yet, the code model assumes that communi-

cation is successful when the message decoded by the recipient is identical to the

one encoded by the sender. How can we guarantee, then, that senders and recipi-

ents do in fact understand one-another if the messages they map to and from iden-

tical linguistic signals are processed through different conceptual backgrounds?

The problem is well acknowledged1 and usually resolved along two lines.

First, by relaxing the identicity constraint on messages to sheer similarity. Second,

by emphasizing that agents in linguistic interactions are not passive but actively

negotiate meaning and gradually align their conceptual representations through

conversation (Clark, 1996; Pickering & Garrod, 2006). But what does it mean

for two messages to be similar? And how much similarity is enough to guaran-

tee communication success? In effect, the concept of similarity merely displaces

the problem while still posing major theoretical and empirical challenges (Medin,

Goldstone, & Gentner, 1993). Alignment-based approaches to communication are

not without problems either, as they still remain committed to the code model’s

characterization of communication success, inasmuch as conceptual representa-

tions are expected to align across interlocutors during conversation and misalign-

ment between speakers is only tolerated when it pertains to aspects irrelevant to

the conversation at hand. Shared meaning is thus still very much of a requirement,

and actually expected, given how speakers of the same (linguistic) community are

assumed to share common ground (Kabbach & Herbelot, 2021, §2.3).

3. What exactly is the function of language?

3.1. The need for an alternative hypothesis

In any case, a characterization of communication success that rests on the hypoth-

esis of shared meaning can only be an approximation at best, for speakers can

never actually verify that they do share meaning in practice. As Sperber and Wil-

son (1986/1995, p.18) emphasize, “when human beings try to communicate with

each other, they are aiming at something they can never, in fact, achieve”. The

1And has been extensively discussed in the philosophy of language, notably through the question

of meaning holism and instability. See (Jackman, 2020), especially §3.2 and references therein.



formalization of communication success in the code model is psychologically un-

realistic, for it would actually require speakers to perform an innite number of

recursive mutual checks on their respective mental content to ensure their mak-

ing use of the same context and guarantee their encoding and decoding identical

messages (Sperber & Wilson, 1986/1995, ch1 §3).

Moreover, if all speakers can do during conversation is strive to avoid conict

rather than enforce agreement—given that overt disagreement is the only kind of

information they actually have access to in practice—the question boils down to

whether the absence of (behavioral) conict really equates (conceptual) agree-

ment, which is far from obvious. The structure of language and cognition indeed

appears to be such that you and I can agree on the fact that kittens are cute without

having to agree on what kittens are, or up to what age one can call a cat a kit-

ten, on why we nd kittens cute, or even on what constitutes a good prototype of

cuteness. Many argue that, in such cases, conceptual variability between us does

not really matter: language can remain vague and vagueness can even serve com-

munication (van Deemter, 2010). But saying that conceptual variability does not

matter does not mean that it is necessarily marginal. Regardless, it remains that

language appears to be structurally underdetermined regarding concepts, in that

my uttering the word cat does not even begin to convey the richness of my con-

cept CAT. Therefore, our agreeing on the fact that kittens are cute remains what it

is: an appearance of agreement between what are probably highly subjective and

thus clearly distinct conceptual representations, compatible in this context only

inasmuch as they do not lead to overt disagreement between us.

Considering subjectivity to be negligible overall in language processing is thus

probably somewhat of an arbitrary choice—true by denition rather than by em-

pirical observation—and the assumption of shared meaning may very well prove

to be biased by our tendency to actually overestimate how much we share mean-

ing with others (Martı́, Piantadosi, & Kidd, 2019). Be that as it may, would

it really make sense to talk about “communication” if it did not involve shared

meaning in the rst place? Or if the notion of mutual understanding was not

grounded in a form of “sameness of concept” among interlocutors? The language-

for-communication hypothesis still resists the relaxing of the shared meaning as-

sumption, even if just for questions of clarity and consistency. If we are to call into

question its characterization of success, we thus need more than a new model of

communication: we need a new hypothesis about the function of language itself.

3.2. The language-for-coordination hypothesis

The primary contribution of our work is to propose a radical change of perspective

on the role subjectivity is assumed to play in language processing (in general) and

in interpretation (in particular). In considering that subjectivity is structural rather

than marginal, we argue that the function of language is actually best characterized



as the coordination rather than the communication between minds.2 Concretely,

we distinguish coordination from communication with respect to their require-

ment of shared meaning: strict for communication, loose for coordination. In

effect, coordination dispenses itself from having to characterize success in terms

of necessary conceptual alignment between speakers. Indeed, interpretation can

be thought of as a problem of constraint satisfaction, but one that admits multiple

solutions and that is resolved independently by speakers taken individually, so that

they need not converge to identical solutions.

Let us take a concrete example to illustrate our point: it is common in the

scientic literature to nd counter-arguments to the subjectivity of meaning re-

volving around the problem of concept-to-word mapping. The argument goes

more or less as follows: if you call a dog what I call a cat, how can the two of us

communicate with one-another? Yet, things need not be so binary: there is ample

leeway between my saying cat when you say dog and you and I having identical

concepts of CAT and DOG. The example is of course limited—what are identical

or similar concepts in the rst place?—but it gives us an intuitive sense of the

claim: the mapping between words and concepts need not be one-to-one, so that

different speakers can actually associate different concepts to identical words.

In fact, the process of making sense of linguistic signals could perfectly ac-

commodate the pervasiveness of subjectivity specically because it remains pri-

vate and because meaning is never negotiated directly across speakers. You and

I certainly do have to agree that what we have in front of us is referred to as a

cat and not a dog, but we will never negotiate our conceptual representations of

CAT and DOG directly: only the constraints they have to satisfy externally. And

since the words cat and dog are structurally underdetermined with respect to our

concepts of CAT and DOG, the problem of constraint satisfaction so dened may

very well admit multiple solutions that will be produced privately by each of us,

within the subjectivity of our respective conceptual spaces.3

2Our use of the term “coordination” is somewhat arbitrary and primarily motivated by the desire

to clearly depart from the term “communication” without resorting to a neologism. Nonetheless, it

also rests on the observation that, to coordinate, people need not do the same thing. The examples of

coordination provided by Clark (1996, p.3) for instance—such as waltzing or playing music—give a

sense of the intuition. From not doing the same thing to not thinking the same thing, there is a bridge

between behavior and mind that we will take the liberty to cross here.
3We neither provide nor commit to any particular characterization of the notion of “constraint”,

though we do commit to the view that concepts are mental entities. In the above example, constraints

could for instance be considered “referential”, insofar as you and I have to agree that the word cat

should be used to refer to the animal we have in front of us. But in a different conversation, I may try

to convince you that cats are adorable creatures, and constraints on usage of cats or adorable will be

formalized differently. Anyhow, the point made by the language-for-coordination hypothesis is that

aligning usage does not require aligning concepts. The intuition is plain: we need not agree for the

same reasons. “Making sense” only requires that we nd at least one way to agree, that is, one way to

accommodate our subjective concepts to the situation at hand.



4. Coordination and subjectivity from an evolutionary perspective

4.1. Language-for-coordination and explanatory adequacy

Our proposition is not without empirical support. Kabbach and Herbelot (2021),

for instance, question the standard view that communication succeeds because the

impact of subjectivity is negligible (i.e. the view that speakers of the same lin-

guistic community share signicant common ground despite having private men-

tal content (Clark, 1996)). They specically investigate whether common ground

emerges from linguistic interactions in the rst place, and show using computa-

tional models of lexical meaning that aligning different models on parts of their

semantic spaces does not necessarily lead to increased overall similarity between

them. Worse, they show that models often manage to improve supercial align-

ment by actually resorting to idiosyncratic rather than commonly shared aspects

of their conceptual spaces, providing thereby a computational characterization of

the distinction between agreeing and compatible semantic representations.

Such work, of course, is no denite proof of our argument. But it stands in

the long tradition of computational work that, without guaranteeing what is, can

at least give us some intuition about what could be: in this case, supercial behav-

ioral alignment does not have to equate deep conceptual agreement. To us, the role

of subjectivity in language should no longer be downplayed: in practice, concep-

tual similarity across people is extremely hard to validate experimentally (Kab-

bach & Herbelot, 2021, §2.2) and the fact of the matter is that “different subjects

give individually different results on the many tasks about meaning that have been

administered over the decades in cognitive psychology” (Pelletier, 2017, p.74).

Those empirical data have to be accounted for one way or another.

4.2. Adaptability: the evolutionary benets of subjectivity

Interestingly, support for the language-for-communication hypothesis may come

from considerations about the emergence of language and asking what benets

subjectivity could have from an evolutionary perspective. One way to concretely

tackle the problem is to consider the impact of cumulative culture on adaptability.

According to Mithen (1996), human societies distinguish themselves from apes by

a striking technological gap, giving our species a major survival advantage as it en-

ables us to adapt much more easily to environmental changes. The superiority of

those technological abilities have been said to arise from cumulative culture, i.e.,

from our ability to innovate by creating new knowledge as well as to preserve ex-

isting knowledge by passing it on to other members of the group (Mesoudi, 2011).

The question that arises, then, is how to provide a functional characterization of

the cognitive processes involved in cumulative culture, and more specically of

the role language plays in both (conceptual) innovation and transfer.

One interesting take on the matter is the study of Toya and Hashimoto (2018)

which investigates the evolutionary benets of recursion. Drawing a parallel be-



tween mental operations and action sequences involved in toolmaking, they show

how specic types of recursive operations can lead to improved tool manufactur-

ing strategies and to the production of more and more diverse tools—ultimately

leading to improved population tness, better adaptability and increased survival

capabilities. Yet, if their study paves the way for an empirical investigation of

the question that interests us here—demonstrating how increased conceptual di-

versity can positively contribute to innovation and adaptability—it tells us little

about transfer and how a specic innovation may spread across a whole popula-

tion. More specically, will members of a group necessarily transmit whole pro-

duction strategies or rather focus on enabling all members to produce the desired

outcome irrespective of the production method used? Which approach will prove

better able to entrench innovations and ultimately improve adaptability? This is

probably where we can best foresee the possible contribution of the language-

for-coordination hypothesis: if what matters is what you make and not how you

make it, relaxing the constraint on shared meaning could prove decisive. As Toya

and Hashimoto (2018) indeed detail, a single linearized sequence may correspond

to different hierarchical structures (see Figure 1) so that if the point is to match

the sequence rather than a particular structure (the what versus the how) diversity

in the how—what they call “diversity of production”—can actually prove bene-

cial. This directly echoes considerations of §3.2 regarding the underdeterminacy

of language vis-a-vis concepts and the benets of subjectivity for coordination.

a
b c d

a b c d
a b c

d

Figure 1.: Different hierarchical structures corresponding to different combina-

tions of recursive operations generating the linearized sequence abcd.

We can thus now formulate a clear hypothesis about the possible evolution-

ary benets of subjectivity: by enabling agents to coordinate without having to

align their respective conceptual spaces, language would allow for the spread of

a particular conceptual innovation within a group, without losing the benets for

innovation of maintaining distinct conceptual spaces across individuals.

5. Conclusion

Is the function of language best characterized in terms of communication or coor-

dination? Inasmuch as communication entails that meaning must be shared across

interlocutors when coordination does not, we argue for the latter. Indeed, consid-

ering the major evolutionary benets that subjectivity brings to cumulative cul-

ture and adaptability, we argue that we should reconsider the place of subjectivity



as being central to any account of human language and cognition, rather than a

negligible byproduct of marginally different background experiences grounding

conceptual knowledge.
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